Norton Radstock College
Case study

Reducing costs to invest in the future
The solutions

Company profile

The solutions

•

RHM Analysis

Established in 1948, Norton Radstock

RHM were commissioned to conduct a

communications assessment

College incorporates an animal care

detailed communications assessment,

centre; IT based learning centre and a

providing both parties with a detailed

new business training centre.

view of the college’s current

•

Rollout to seven college sites

•

Personalised call plan

•

Learning Stream data network
across seven sites

•

communications spend and allocation of
The issues

carrier services.

The college was originally setup to

A total of seven LG ipLDK

benefit the local community, though in

switches networked over the

recent years the numbers of students

Learning Stream data network

and staff have steadily grown. The

using IP

college currently has over 800 full-time
students; more than 5,000 enrolled on
part-time courses, and employ’s over

The benefits
•

•

Saving identified in operational
costs to create a capital budget

As enrolment and staff numbers have

for re-investment

grown the current infrastructure no

Line rental tariffs matched
to requirements

•

•

•

300 staff.

longer supports the requirements of the
college’s seven sites.

A significant reduction to

The college realised it was spending too

monthly spend

much on voice calls, but could not

Enhanced communication

unlock the capital needed to invest in a

across all sites

new communications infrastructure for

The findings of this assessment allowed

future growth.

RHM to make qualified

(RHM Analysis communications assessment example)

A single extension list across all

recommendations to help the college

seven sites

save operating cost, creating a budget
for capital re-investment.
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“The improvements made to the

RHM began by matching line rental tariffs

enabled telephone systems from LG. A

communications systems of our

to the college’s requirements, creating a

total of seven ipLDK 20, 50, 100 and

seven college sites have enabled

personalised call plan, allowing Norton

300 switches were installed across the

us to make significant savings to

Radstock to benefit from the best

college’s seven sites and networked

monthly costs. Enabling staff to

possible deal on voice calls. While the

over the Learning Stream data network

work more effectively, while

recommendation of a five year

using IP. The investment has provided

providing students with the best

commitment to the Learning Stream data

the college with one linked extension list

possible college infrastructure.

network gave the college greater scope

across the seven sites with advantage of

of available capital for re-investment.

free inter-site calls between college

We have found a long term

sites; equipping the college with a solid

communications partner in RHM.

These significant reductions to monthly

communications platform for future

We look forward to the continued

spend allowed the college to invest in IP

growth and development.

improvements that will benefit the
college, its students and staff both
now and into the future.”
John Gardener
Norton Radstock College

Contact us
RHM Telecommunications Ltd
Goodridge House
Goodridge Avenue
Gloucester, GL2 5EA

Tel 0845 136 60 60
enquiries@rhmtelecom.com

(RHM network solution delivered across Norton Radstock College’s seven sites)
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